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Olympic Symbols

Can you find the words in the puzzle? Each word is to do with the symbols of the Olympic Games. Find them forwards, backwards and diagonally.

```
ANN G A L F Y A C
T I V I T A N E E R
Y S E C T O I L O N
F B S E M G A L P O
A L L E I N S O N A
D U R E D G G W E T
O E W N N D Y N E H
C M I I H C I M R A
A L R A Y A S D G U
B L A C K K H C R O T
```

Torch
Rings

Oath
Flag

Ceremony
Blue

Black
Red

Yellow
Green
Can you find the words in the puzzle? There are ten sports hidden. Find them forwards, backwards and diagonally.

boxing  judo  shooting
soccer  archery  baseball
triathlon  handball  tennis
taekwondo
The Olympic Games started in the Valley of Olympia in 776 BC. The Games lasted five days and were only for men and boys. Find the 12 words in this puzzle that are related to the Ancient Games.

ATHLETES
AWARD
CEREMONY
CHARIOT
COMPETE
FESTIVAL
GREECE
JUMP
OLYMPIAD
RACE
RUNNER
ZEUS
Athletic Action

Athletes compete in a variety of ways. Find the athletic action words in this puzzle.

Across
1. leap
3. toss
6. glide
9. raise
10. opposite of walk
11. opposite of run

Down
2. opposite of pull
3. spin or bend
4. plunge
5. ________ or swim
7. work to achieve
8. opposite of lose